
TOURS ESCAPE FROM CAN THO   
 
 

1. OVERVIEW:  
Can Tho has potential tourism development including the ecotourism gardens with 

vast orchards, vast fields, crisscrossing rivers and a cultural character in the South. 
Located in the center of the Mekong Delta, Can Tho has developed infrastructure 
facilities, convenient transportation, chains of restaurants and hotels meet the 

increasing demand of clients. Gentle person, rustic, honest and extremely 
hospitality of this land of river and fruit orchards attracts more and more tourists to 

experience.   
 

Taking a boat to explore canals, admire the poetic and idyllic beauty that is 
compared as a graceful and loving Tay Do girl. Here there are not only rich villages 
nestled under coconut trees with the appearance of luxury, splendor and urbanized 

busy, but also well-known with the lyrics:  
 

"Can Tho has Ninh Kieu wharf 
There are beautiful river with many beautiful ladies” 

 

NINH KIEU – CAI RANG FLOATING MARKET – RACH NHO   
 

Tour code:   CT   
Tour type:   Natural & Cultural  
City:    Can Tho    

Time:   Morning or afternoon (08.30 - 12.30h. or 13.00 - 17.00h)  
 

Overview:  
Cai Rang floating market is one of the most impressive sights in Can Tho. This is a 
very unique culture at Delta Mekong countries, attracting a lot of tourists, especially 

foreign tourists. The unique features and key characteristics of Cai Rang floating 
market is specialized in trade of fruits, specialties of the Mekong Delta. Market 

activity starts from dawn and crowded with a variety of large and small boats. The 
store or small boats often have no signs just hang products they’re selling on a pole 
or on the boat. They call this tree the "Cay Beo". Let’s discover it all today by our 

below day tour.  
 

Itinerary:  

Morning, meet our tour guide & driver then depart Ninh Kieu wharf by shuttle-boat, 
you can see bustling activities along Can Tho riverbanks. This chance you may 

know how local people go fishing with plenty of fish traps and how they transport 
passengers as well as products by the waterway. A real local life around you to 

understand deeply how they love & close with the land. Approaching Cai Rang 
floating market – one of the most specific markets of the Southwest, the people sell 

fruits and agricultural products of the whole region. 

You can reappear the selling activities in the past using a traditional “offering pole” 



exchanging consumer goods hanging on the pole for Mekong fruit and vegetables 
with local sellers. Continue going into the small creeks called Rach Nho in which the 

Southern countryside, it can be seen clearly lifestyle over here, overlook before 
cruising back to Ninh Kieu Wharf. 

 

Rate is net in US$ per person 

Group 1 2 3-4 5-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 

Price 95 52 39 25 19 16 10 

 

Included: Private transportation with English or French speaking guide/Entrance 
fee & mineral water 
 


